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I. Scientific Objectives Table I EPAS instrument parameters

"E NERGETIC particles are sensitive probes of the global Electrons Protons
state of the magnetosphere. Complete energy spectra and (EO-E9) (PO-P3)

pitch-angle distributions of energetic particles can be used to Energy range 21-300 keV 32-3200 keV
identify the mechanisms of access, acceleration, transport,
and loss of energetic charged particles in the magnetosphere. Integral energy
Certain unique features of the combined release and radiation channels >25.5 keV >32.0 keV
effects satellite (CRRES) orbit favor the investigation of these
mechanisms on the dayside as well as in the near-Earth tail. Differential energy 1. 21.0-31.5 keV 1. 37-54 keV

The CRRES orbit provides encounters with the dayside channels 2. 31.5-40.0 keY 2. 54-9 keV
magnetopause during large magnetospheric disturbances and 3. 40.0-49.5 keV 3. 6945 keV4. 49.5-39.0 keV 4. 85-113 keV
thus enables the study of magnetospheric boundary 5. 59.0-69.0 keV 5. 113-147 keV
phenomena. Transport of particles across the magnetopause 6. 69.0-41.0 keV 6. 147-193 keV
may arise through wave-particle interactions,' steady recon- 7. 81.0-94.5 keV 7. 193-254 keV
nection, 2 sporadic reconnection. 3 or flux transfer events." Us- S. 94.5-112.0 keV 8. 254-335 keV
ing analytic methods,$ we intend to monitor themagnetopause 9. 112.0-129.5 keV 9. 335-447 keV
position, its orientation, and motion whenever the satellite is 10. 129.5-151.0 kcV 10. 441-602 keV
in the magnetosphere within a few hundred kilometers of the 11. 151.0-177.5 keV !1. 602-805 keY
magnetopause. 12. 177.5-208.0 keV 12. 805-3200 keV

The 6.2&R apogee can also provide detailed observations of 13. 208.0-242.5 keV
the substorm development near the equatorial plane. Current 14. 242.5-285.0 keV

substorm models can be examined. Many observations are in Look directions 20 des (Et); 30 deS (El) 26 des (PO)
agreement with models in which the substorm is triggered in of detectors 40 deg (10); 50 deg (E3) 46 deg (Pt)
the near-Earth region (10-20RZ) of the plasma sheet by the with respect to 60 des (E4); 70 deg (E5) 87 des (P2)
formation of a neutral line at which magnetic field reconnec- the spin axis 80 des (E6); 90 deg (E7) 107 deg (P3)
tion suddenly takes place.6 But there are also observations 100 deS (ES); 110 deg (E9)
which show that the substorm may be triggered as close to the
Earth as the geosynchronous orbit.-', Roux et al.1 interpreted Angular resolutions
these observations in terms of a surface wave generated by a in elevation *3 deg *5 deg

plasma instability in the transition region between more in azimuth *2des *2des

dipolar and more tall-like geomagnetic field lines. Geometric factor 5 x 10-5 cm2sr 2.Ox 10-4 cm2sr
Another aspect is the influence of storm sudden commence-

ments on the particle distribution.' t 0 as well as their role in the Total weight 4.06 kS

substorm triggering. I" Total power 2.65 W (average)

Interactions of particles with waves are important for the
coupling of the magnetosphere with the ionosphere. The
waves are needed to scatter field-aligned ionospheric particles Il. Instrument Design
onto trapped orbits. Conversely, waves act to precipitate par- EPAS consists of two identical units to measure electrons si-
tides into the ionosphere. We will examine the effect of dif- multaneously in ten directions and ions in four directions over
ferent plasma waves on particle precipitation. We will also a total angular range of - 110 deg. Each unit contains a mag-
study the effects of ion-cyclotron waves on protons. netic deflection system and an array of solid-state detectors

The instrument focuses, furthermore, on studies of the (Fig.1). Particles entering the spectrometer encounter a homo-
natural radiation environment, their dynamics, and their de- geneous magnetic field of 0.08 T which separates protons and
pendence on the solar activity, heavier ions from electrons. The magnetic field geometry was

To investigate these processes, high-resolution three- designed such that a parallel beam of electrons entering the in-
dimensional particle distributions have to be measured. The strument at a given angle with respect to the axis of the aper-
electron and proton wide-angle spectrometer (EPAS) is well ture is deflected and focused to a single point irrespective of its
suited for this purpose. It covers the energy range for electrons energy. The deflection system thus defines a focal curve on
from 21-285 keV and for protons from 37 ke V-3.2 MeV. which each point corresponds to a given angle of incidence to

the spectrometer. Along this focal curve, five rectangular
solid-state detectors are mounted which define five angular in-
tervals within the 60-deg aperture of the unit. The focusing
can be achieved for electrons with energies between 15 and 300
keV.

The finite width of the entrance hole, the geometry of the
pole pieces, and the position of the detectors in the image
plane define both the image size of monoenergetic electrons

11 bg 43100W and the angular resolution for the velocity focusing. The angle
-cu a (in the elevation direction with respect to the spin axis) is

(low 2P UP . .given by the size of the detectors, whereas the angle A (azi-
muthal direction around the spin axis) is limited by the

1e . " - M mechanical aperture to a few degrees (see Table 1) to effec-
W ,-tively suppress electron scattering from the pole pieces.

The influence of the fringing magnetic field at the entrance
YO!, hole and where the electrons exit the sector field can have an

FIELD CLAMP important effect on the image aberration. To minimize this ef-
fect, a magnetic field clamp is introduced which suppresses the
fringing field. The entrance hole has a diameter of 1.2 mm

0- 1---kmwhich is approximately the upper limit required by the elec-
Fig. 1 Scbenatk drawing of one unit of the spectrometer with a tron optical properties of the magnet. The transmission of the
60-deg opening coimator and an array of five electron detectors and incident electrons through the magnetic system is a function of
two Ion telescopes. the particle energy and the angles of incidence a and P. To
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evaluate the focusing properties extensive calibrations were Because of the deflection in the magnetic field, electrons
performed (see Sec. IV). with energies below 800 keV cannot reach the proton

The electrons are detected with rectangular, totaily depleted telescopes. Electrons with higher energies penetrate the front
silicon surface barrier detectors. The active area is 5 x I0mm2 , detector, provide a veto signal in the back detector, and are re-
and the thickness is 300 ,n which is sufficient to absorb elec- jected. For this reason, the lowest energy threshold for the
trons with energies up to 300 keV. The Al-side of the detectors protons is essentially given by the noise of the front detector
is facing the incoming particles. This side is made light tight and the analog electronics.
by using a layer of 120 pg/cm2 of Al. The total energy range The spectrometer uses SmCos as magnetic material. The
is divided into 14 approximately logarithmically spaced yoke and the pole pieces are made from magnetically soft iron
energy channels that are called differential energy channels with a very small coercitive force and high permeability. In
(see Table 1). " order not to disturb magnetic field sensors or other instru-

The deflection of ions with energies above 20 keV is negligi- ments sensitive to magnetic fields on the spacecraft, the mag-
ble. They move on almost straight fines and are detected in netic system is completely enclosed by a shielding can of high-
solid-state detector telescopes (Fig. I). For each unit, two permeability material (p-metal). The shielding factor (ratio of
telescopes are mounted behind the magnetic deflection system the internal and external field) of such a system is a compli-
and define two directions for the measurement of ions. Each cated function of the magnetic permeability, the shape, the
telescope consists of a front and a back solid-state detector. size, and the wall thickness. It can only be derived from mea-
The front detector has a sensitive area of 50 mm 2 and is used surements. A satisfactory attenuation was achieved after a
for the energy analysis of ions; the back detector (sensitive careful annealing process of the soft iron material and after
area of 100 mm 2) provides a veto signal to reject penetrating the positioning of the two units in such a way that the mag-
particles. The front detector of the telescope is operated with netic fields between the pole pieces have opposite directions.
the aluminium contact facing the environment. This has two In this position, the dipole fields cancel each other and only
reasons: 1) the Al-contact can be made as thin as 15 pg/cm2 , stray fields of higher order will remain. The measured maxi-
and 2) the detector lifetime against radiation damage is in- mum value of the residual field was 2 nT at a distance of 50cm
creased by two or more orders of nmagnitude in total ion expo- from the center of the sensor system.
sure. The energy loss in the dead layer depends on the ion spe- The sensor is thermally isolated from the analog electronics,
cies and its energy. It amounts to about 7-8 keV for protons since the detectors have to be operated at a lower temperature
with an energy of 20 keV. The energy loss is determined at than the electronics. In fact, the detector noise can be substan-
various energies from measurements in the Max-Planck-Insti- tially reduced if the detectors are operated at temperatures be-
tut ffir Aeronornde (MPAe) ion-accelerator and is included in tween -20"C and + S"C. Therefore the front of the sensor
the energy channels for protons (see Table 1). which is facing the outside environment is designed as a

The upper energy range of the telescope is defined by the radiator. Small electrically conducting second surface mirrors
thickness of the front detector, which amounts to 100 /Am, and are fixed to the sensor to radiate the heat into space. From
thus covers the energy range up to about 3.2 MeV for protons, measurements during the solar simulation tests we expect suf-
The total energy range is divided into 12 approximately ficiently low sensor temperatures.
logarithmically spaced energy channels. The EPAS spectrometer contains two of the described units

No identification of the ion species is possible. Since the en- and covers in total an angular range of -110 deg. The sensor
ergy losses in the dead layer increase with Z, we expect a con- is mounted on the platform of the spacecraft and is directed
tribution of less than 10% to the count rate of the instrument such that the angular range of 110 deg is located in the meri-
by ions with Z•:2 during quiet to moderately disturbed dian plane of the satellite. The spectrometer is able to detect
periods. This estimate is based on a comparison of mea- electrons simultaneously from ten directions and protons from
surements by the electron-proton spectrometer and the ion four directions (Fig. 2). The spin axis of the CRRES space-
mass spectrometer on the spacecraft GEOS-l and -2. craft is located in the orbital plane.

The three-dimensional directional distribution can be con-
verted into a pitch-angle distribution with the help of the mag-

P0 netic field measurements on the same satellite. The pitch angle
is a function of the local magnetic field vector with respect to
the spin axis and the look directions of the different detectors.

Pl_ E3 2 E0 ELECTRONS III. Analog Electronics
,PoroTs The analog electronics box is mechanically connected to the

E. -sensor box, but electrically and thermally isolated from it. The
analog box consists of many individual housings to achieve a
careful shielding between the amplifier chains and thus to

cs .- -avoid cross talk. The electrical interface between the analog
box and the data processing unit (DPU) only allows the trans-

P2 E6 •mission of digital pulses.
The functional block diagram of the analog electronics of

the EPAS instrument is shown in Fig. 3. All solid state detec-
tors (protons: PO-P3; electrons: EO-E9) are followed by
charge-sensitive preamplifiers, pulse amplifiers, pulse

P3 E formers, and discriminators.
The ion telescopes produce three different sets of data: the

count rates of the front detectors (PO-P3), the count rates of
the back detectors (UO-U3), and coincidence counts of the
front and back detectors. The count rates of the front detec-

sic tors go to a "Proton Selector" unit that selects one out of the
SPIN AXIS four detectors for energy analysis in the proton pulse-height

I analyzer (PHA). This analysis is only carried out if a coinci-
dence between front and back detectors has not occurred.

Fig. 2 Look directions of the eectron and proton (ion) detectors These data are called differential count rates. The energy
with respect to the spacecraft spin axis. thresholds are given in Table 1. Simultaneously the count rates

3
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Fig. 3 Block diagram of the aalog eectronik.

of the four front detectors are routed via discriminators to the ciency depends on the active area and relevant parameters of
DPU; these are called integral count rates. The energy the detector.
thresholds are given in Table 1. To evaluate the focusing properties quantitatively and

The data lines from the ten electron detectors (E0-E9) pass therewith the transmission efficiency, the complete system was
the "Electron Selector" that determines on which of the ten calibrated with electrons in the energy range of 20:E< 150
channels energy analysis is carried out in the electron PHA. keV supplied by an electrostatic accelerator and in the energy
The ten data lines are also routed via discriminators as integral range of 70sEs400 keV using electrons from a Van-de-
count rates directly to the DPU. Graif gentrator. (Both the accelerator and the generator are

The proton and electron PHAs sort the count rates from facilities of the Goddard Space Center, Greenbelt, Maryland.)
one selected proton and from one electron detector into 12 or The experiment was mounted on a platform allowing rotations
14 different energy intervals, respectively. The differential around two axes perpendicular to each other to define the
count rates are taken consecutively from the various electron angles of incidence a and 0. The accuracy for both angles was
and proton detectors. The sampling time for the protons 0.1 deg. The alignment of the experiment in the vacuum cham-
amounts to 512 ms and for the electrons to 256 ms. During the ber with respect to the center of the beam line was achieved by
normal mode, the proton detector sequence is P2, PO, P1, P3, optical autocollimation. The beam diameter was 15 mm,
P2, P0; P2, . . .; and the electron detector sequence is E6, E9, which is much larger than the aperture diameter of 1.2 mm. A
E2, E7, E4, E0, E6, ES, El, ES, E3, E0; E6 .... These se- monitor detector was mounted on a mechanical device and
quences can be changed by command, could be moved directly in front of the collimator. The aper-

The integral count rates are obtained simultaneously for all ture diameter of the monitor detector was 2.0 mm. The re-
detectors. The time resolution for the integral count rates of sponse of the monitor detector was used to inspect the spectral
electrons and protons amounts to 512 ms. shape of the beam and to normalize the response of the mag-

An in-flight test generator (IFC) is used to control the oper- netic system.
ation of the instrument. Pulses with varying amplitudes are The signals generated in the five electron detectors were pro-
fed into the inputs of the charge-sensitive amplifiers and are cessed with individual amplifier-discriminator-counter chains
counted at the outputs of the two PHAs as well as at the out- allowing simultaneous measurements from all detectors. A
puts of the discriminators. The in-flight calibrator is initiated PHA was used to take spectra routinely from each detector in
via the IFC ON line and controlled by the frequency of the order to detect spectral distortions due to scattering in the in-
IFC clock. strument.

The DPU provides 16 scalers to monitor the integral count- The counting rates from detectors E0-E9 and the monitor
ing rates from the ten electron detectors, four proton front de- detector were used to determine the transmission efficiency.
tectors, and coincidence and back detector counting rates of The spectral information was used to correct scattering effects
the proton detector selected for pulse-beight analysis. Two and system noise.
scalers in the DPU are driven by two sets of 4-bit address and For the flight data analysis, we will use from the calibration
single strobe lines, one each for the proton and electron detec- measurements two two-dimensional tables which give I) actua'
tor selected for pulse-height analysis. The DPU contains look directions for all electron detectors vs energy channels
power supplies to provide power to the sensor with various and 2) geometric factors for all electron detectors vs energy
voltages. Details of the DPU are published in this volume.u channels. Average values are given in Table 1.

IV. Instrument Calibration with an Electron Beam V. Performance After Launch
In general, the transmission of incident electrons through The EPAS instrument on CRRES has been operating suc-

the magnetic system shown in FIg. I is a function of particle cesssfufly since launch. The instrument design temperatures
energy and the incidence angles a and A. The detection effi. were achieved. The operating temperatures reached -20"C

4
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TECHNOLOGY OPERATIONS

The Aerospace Corporation functions as an "architect-engineer" for national security
programs, specializing in advanced military space systems. The Corporation's Technology
Operations supporu the effective and timely development and operation of national security
"systems through scientific research and the Wplication of advanced technology. Vital to the
success of the Corporation is the technical staffs wide-ranging expertise and its ability to stay
abreast of new tecimological developments and progrm support issues associated with rapidly
evolving space systems. Contributing capabilities awe provided by these individual Tedcnology
Centers:

Ehcoedaus Tedualogy Center: solid-state device physics, VLI
reliability, compound semiconductors, radiation hardening, data storage
technologies, infrared detector devices and testing; electro-optics, quantum
electronics, solid-state lasers, optical propagation and communications; cw and- chemical laser developmem, optical resonato, beam control, atmospheric
propagation, and laser effects and coun ur atomic frequency standards,

aple laser spectroscopy, laser chemistry, line optoeleI -onics, phs conjuation
and cd ent imagng, solar cell physics, battery elecmochemnry, banery mastig and
evaluation.

Medhmuics and Matierials Tedmeloa CAger: Evaluation and characterization of
new materials: metals, alloys, ceramics, polyme and their composites, and new
forms of carbon, development and analysis of thin films and deposition techniques;
nondestructive evaluation, component failure analysis and reliability;, fracture
mechanics and stress corrosion; development and evaluation of hardened
components; analysis and evaluation of materials at cryogenic and elevated
temperte launch vehicle and reentry fluid mechanics, beat transfer and flight
dynamics; chemical and electric propulsion; spacecraft structural mechanics,
spacecraft survivability and vulnerability assesmeunt; contaminaton, termal and
structural conrol; high temperature tbermomechanics, gas kinetics and radiation;
lubrication and surface phenomena.

Spam and Enav iment Teclmod gy CAeter: Magospheuc, amuoral and comic
ray physics, wave-particle interactions, mnt 1s1etc plasma waves; atmospheric
and ionospheric physics, density and composition of the upper atmosphere, remote
sensing using atmospheric radiation; solar physics, infrared astronomy, infrared
signature analysis; effects of solar activity, magnetic st.mms and nuclear explosions
on the earth's atmospbere, ionospbere and magetosphee; effects of eleceomagmefic
and particulate radiations on space systems; space instumentaion propellant
chemistry, chemical dynamics, environmental chemistry, trace detection;
a p chemical reactions, atmospkheic optics, light scattering, state-specific
chemical reactions and radiative signatures of missile plumes, and sensor out-of-
field-of-view rejection.


